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BACKGROUND OF ODR AND MEDIATION CENTERS
The Nebraska Legislature created the Office of Dispute Resolution (ODR) as a part of the
Nebraska Dispute Resolution Act of 19911. ODR was established under the State Court
Administrator’s Office and has been charged with administering the Dispute Resolution Act.
Legislative findings in the Act recognize that the cost and time spent through formal judicial
hearings can be reduced by using mediation. Findings also state that alternative dispute
resolution (ADR) can reduce animosity and benefit the community as a whole by improving
relationships. Resolutions developed through ADR are meant to be “comprehensive, lasting and
realistic resolutions to conflicts.”
In Nebraska, there are six ODR-approved Mediation Centers:


Central Mediation Center,
Kearney



Concord Mediation Center,
Omaha
The Mediation Center,
Lincoln
Mediation West, Scottsbluff





Nebraska Mediation Center,
Fremont



The Resolution Center,
Beatrice

Counties Covered: Adams, Blaine, Buffalo, Chase, Clay,
Custer, Dawson, Dundy, Franklin, Frontier, Furnas,
Garfield, Gosper, Greeley, Hall, Hamilton, Harlan, Hayes,
Hitchcock, Howard, Kearney, Lincoln, Logan, Loup,
McPherson, Merrick, Nuckolls, Perkins, Phelps, Red
Willow, Sherman, Thomas, Valley, Webster, Wheeler
Counties Covered: Douglas and Sarpy
Counties Covered: Lancaster
Counties Covered: Arthur, Banner, Box Butte, Cheyenne,
Dawes, Deuel, Garden, Grant, Hooker, Keith, Kimball,
Morrill, Scotts Bluff, Sheridan, Sioux
Counties Covered: Antelope, Boone, Boyd, Brown, Burt,
Cedar, Cherry, Colfax, Cuming, Dakota, Dixon, Dodge,
Holt, Keya Paha, Knox, Madison, Nance, Pierce, Platte,
Rock, Stanton, Thurston, Washington, Wayne
Counties Covered: Butler, Cass, Fillmore, Gage, Jefferson,
Johnson, Nemaha, Otoe, Pawnee, Polk, Richardson,
Saline, Saunders, Seward, Thayer, York

History of Pre-Hearing Conferences (PHCs)
Prehearing conferences (PHCs) were introduced to the Nebraska child welfare justice system in
2003 following Nebraska’s first statewide Children’s Summit. At the Summit, these conferences
which “front-load” the juvenile court process, were set forth by the National Council of Juvenile
and Family Court Judges’ Resource Guidelines in child abuse and neglect cases. The Resource
Guidelines describes them as follows:
Pre-hearing case conferencing . . . refers to meetings of parties prior to a hearing in a
child abuse and neglect case convened with a non-judicial officer serving as a
1

Nebraska Dispute Resolution Act 1991(NE) LB 90 25-2901 – 25-2921.
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facilitator. . . . [t]he conference is used as an opportunity to discuss issues of placement,
visitation, and services for the child and family; identify relatives; familiarize the parties
with the allegations; determine whether ICWA applies in the case; and determine any
outstanding issues or concerns.2
Further, the Resource Guidelines state some of the key benefits of PHCs:
Studies of the use of pre-hearing conferences have fund that they serve to both expedite
and humanize the court process. (See, Giovannucci, M (2009). Innovation in dispute
resolution: Case status conferences for child protection . . . . Family Court Review,
29(3), 270-290).
Jurisdictions using pre-hearing conferences before the preliminary protective hearing, for
example, have seen improvements in the quality and timeliness of the information
presented to the court . . . .”3
PHCs were piloted in Douglas County Juvenile District Court by Hon. Doug Johnson in 2004 in
concert with the local Through the Eyes’ Team and the Court Improvement Program. Concord
Mediation Center, Omaha, provided trained facilitators to implement the PHC protocols for
children in the child welfare system. The pilot was deemed successful in meeting the program
goals of expediting the preliminary hearing process, providing essential information about the
children and families to the court and child welfare providers at an earlier stage, and reducing the
time to adjudication. Over the succeeding years, PHCs were launched in many jurisdictions
across the state. Preliminary evaluation determined that PHCs did reduce time between detention
and adjudication.
The Chart below shows the number of prehearing conferences facilitated by the six ODRapproved mediation centers between 2003 and 2016. Note: the rise in PHC cases in the 20082009 fiscal year was as a result of a focused pilot project across the state.

2
3

National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges Enhanced Resource Guidelines, May 2016. Pages 64-65.
Ibid.
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In recent years the number of PHCs has remained steady between 500-600 cases each year with a
general upward trend.
Nebraska Prehearing Conference Protocols. The ODR-approved mediation centers follow the
PHC protocols, based upon NCJFC Resource Guidelines and developed in partnership with ODR
and the Through the Eyes of the Child initiative (Appendix A).
Key stakeholders essential to participate in the prehearing conference include:
 Parents/ custodial stepparent/ guardian/ other custodians
 Parents’ attorneys
 Guardian ad litem for the child
 County attorney
 DHHS or NFC’s protection and safety initial assessment worker and/or on-going case
worker
Other individuals who may attend include extended family, friends, DHHS/NFC supervisor,
foster parents, or children, if age appropriate.
Prehearing Conference Case Study. As an example of who attends prehearing conferences and
the outcomes, here is a case study from The Mediation Center, Lincoln:
A petition alleging child abuse and neglect was filed by the county attorney and a
prehearing conference was scheduled prior to the preliminary hearing. The Mediation
Center assigned facilitators who convened the parents, other family members, guardian
ad litem, the parents’ attorneys, county attorneys, case workers, supervisors, and other
support persons for the PHC.
In this case, three young children had been exposed to a severely traumatic event – a
complicated, sensitive, and tragic situation involving an ongoing criminal investigation.
After a collaborative discussion by all present it was agreed that the three children
should be placed together with the mother’s brother and mom would have supervised
parenting time 5 days a week. To avoid the crime scene and additional trauma mom’s
parenting time would take place at the brother’s home. The case manager agreed to
work with mom and the supervision service provider to plan parenting time around nap
time. The father is deceased.
Service options for the children were discussed and agreed on. They included a trauma
assessment and therapy with specific doctor, referral to the Early Development Network,
and necessary doctor appointments including an eye doctor. Mom agreed to random UA
drug testing, and Individual Diagnostic Interview and any recommendations that
followed, and to working closely with a parent partner and to take parenting classes.
Everyone was thanked for their efforts in contributing to a productive pre-hearing
facilitation. The Guardian ad litem was tasked with presenting the agreements to the
court and the pre-hearing facilitation was concluded.
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DEFINITION AND GOALS OF PREHEARING CONFERENCES
Definition of Prehearing Conference (PHC) as defined in the Pre-Hearing Conference Protocol
(Appendix A):
The PHC is an informal, facilitated meeting prior to appearing in court and held to gain the
cooperation of the parties, to offer services and/or treatment, and to develop a problemsolving atmosphere in the best interest of the child(ren) involved in the juvenile court system.
The goals of PHCs as stated in the standardized protocol are:
A. To move the parties from an adversarial to cooperative role.
B. Focus on the future, safety and best interest of the child(ren) in a climate of mutual
respect.
C. To clarify placement and visitation options, including possible relative and kinship
placements.
D. To determine if ICWA applies.
E. Identify family needs and resources early in the case.4
In order to adequately meet these goals, there are several topics the facilitator discusses during
the PHC including placement, visitation, services and/or treatment, allegations, and a safety plan.
The facilitator remains neutral in the case and is trained to maintain orderly communication
between participants, encourage participation by all parties, keep the group focused on relevant
issues, and deflect personal conflict.

4

Through the Eyes of the Child Initiative (2016) Pre-hearing conference protocol. Lincoln, NE: Through the Eyes of the Child
Initiative. See Appendix A.
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STATUTORY AUTHORITY
Nebraska Revised Statutes § 43-247.03(2)(a) (2014) defines a Prehearing Conference as:
Prehearing conference means a facilitated meeting prior to appearing in court and held to
gain the cooperation of the parties, to offer services and treatment, and to develop a
problem-solving atmosphere in the best interests of children involved in the juvenile court
system.
Prehearing Conferences have been defined by the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court
Judges in its publication “Enhanced Resource Guidelines: Improving Court Practice in Child
Abuse and Neglect Cases,” as
Meetings of parties prior to a hearing in a child abuse and neglect case convened with a
non-judicial officer serving as a facilitator... Pre-hearing conferences take place prior to
formal court hearing, but their scope and purpose varies depending upon the stage of the
case process they are used.5
The Office of Dispute Resolution acquired various duties related to prehearing conferences and
other mediation services for children and families throughout the State of Nebraska from the
Legislature’s enactment of Nebraska Revised Statute § 43.247.04 (2014). The statute reads
below:
(1) It is the intent of the Legislature to transfer four hundred fifty thousand dollars in
General Funds from the Department of Health and Human Services' 2014-15 budget to
the office of the State Court Administrator's budget for the purpose of making the
State Court Administrator directly responsible for contracting and paying for courtconnected prehearing conferences, family group conferences, expedited family group
conferences, child welfare mediation, permanency prehearing conferences, termination of
parental rights prehearing conferences, juvenile victim-offender dialogue, and other
related services.

5

Gatowski, S., Miller, N., Rubin, S., Escher, P., & Maze, C. (2016) Enhanced resource guidelines: Improving court practice in
child abuse and neglect cases. Reno, NV: National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges.
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OFFICE OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND PREHEARING CONFERENCES
The Office of Dispute Resolution (ODR) was created by the 1991 Dispute Resolution Act6.
Since the creation of the Office of Dispute Resolution over 80,000 people have received
mediation services by six ODR-approved mediation centers.
Mediation is available in all 93 counties of Nebraska. The Office of Dispute Resolution partners
with Nebraska's nonprofit mediation centers to provide mediation and dispute resolution to
Nebraska's courts and citizens.
During the 2015-2016 program year, the six mediation centers performed 589 Prehearing
Conferences throughout the state. The number of conferences per each county is displayed on the
map below (Figure 1):

6

Nebraska Dispute Resolution Act 1991(NE) Neb. Rev. Stat. 25-2901 – 25-2921.
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COUNTY AND JUVENILE COURTS USING PHCS; MEDIATION CENTER SURVEY
RESULTS
The six ODR-approved mediations centers7 were surveyed in October 2016 regarding their
center’s county specific Prehearing Conferences. Center directors were asked to respond to how
each county and/or multiple juvenile judges in each county are or are not utilizing Prehearing
Conferences.
The map below (Figure 2) represents how many counties/juvenile judges are using Prehearing
Conferences. Notice that in 30 counties PHCs are conducted by mediation center staff and in 9
counties PHCs are conducted by other child welfare stakeholders.

Survey Questions:
The chart on page 9 lists the survey questions asked to each center and the multiple choice
options provided to them. The center directors were asked to answer every question specifically
for each county and judge that they work with. Included are the total number of tallies marked
by all six centers for a given multiple choice option including all of the judges and counties they
cover. If an answer was unknown it was simply left blank and not included in this data.

7

Central Mediation Center, Concord Mediation Center, The Mediation Center, Mediation West, Nebraska Mediation Center,
and The Resolution Center
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SURVEY QUESTION
A. Does this Court/Judge Use
PHCs?
B. Is the Court/Judge discussing
items from the PHC in the
Hearing?
C.Is DHHS/NFC sending both the
initial worker and assigned
worker?
D. Are clients coming and
reporting that their attorney
advised them not to participate?
F. Do stakeholders have input
on selected date, time and
locations?

Yes

No

42

69

34

12

35

11

1

49

21

18
Judge's
Bailiff

Judge
E. Who decides the scheduling,
date and time?
G. How is notice of the PHC
being transmitted?

23
Phone

16

4

5
Mediation
Center

21

0

0

Court
House
H. Where are PHCs held?

I. Who is facilitating the PHC?

J. Who records what takes place
during the PHC?

K. What happens to the notes or
forms after the PHC?

L. When are PHCs scheduled?

County
Attorney

41
Mediation
Center
Mediator
38

0
Mail

DHHS/NFC

Mediation
Center

0

0

Email

Text
0

Fax
4

Other
0
DHHS/NFC

Other

0

0

Other

County
Attorney

DHHS/NFC

Other

0

10

Judge

2
County
Attorney

Mediator

DHHS/NFC

Other

0

2

2

0

Provided
to Judge

Provided
to Parties

35
Becomes
part of the
case file

Other

All of the
above

2
With
removal/
detention
hearing

1

7

24

Same
day/prior
to hearing

4
In conj. w/
another child
welfare
hearing

Separate
day

Other

All of the
above

6
0-25%

31
25-50%

0
50-75%

1
75-100%

0

0
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In addition to the multiple choice questions, several open ended questions were asked to obtain a
better idea of the current status of PHCs in Nebraska and what can be done to improve PHCs in
the future. Those questions are:











If you selected "Other" for any question, please specify what County/Judge and write out
your specific answer that is not provided in the menu.
What is your case management process?
What protocol is being used?
Which forms are being used?
If there are language barriers or special services needed – are those services being
provided?
If there are safety concerns, how are they being addressed?
What sort of training and mentoring do you use?
What training would you like to have?
What is working well for your PHCs?
What could improve your PHCs? Enhance?

On the next few pages you will find observations from the survey results for each center
individually.
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CENTRAL MEDIATION CENTER

KEARNEY, NE 35 COUNTIES

Central Mediation Center facilitated 103 Prehearing Conferences in 15 of 35 counties during the
2015-2016 fiscal year:
Buffalo
Gosper
Kearney

Custer
Harlan
Phelps

Dawson
Hitchcock
Sherman

Franklin
Howard
Valley

Loup
Perkins
Greeley

Wightman
Brodbeck

Burns

Judges who use PHCs in these counties are:
Jorgenson
Hoeft

Rademacher Schendt
Mead
Steenburg

Of the Prehearing Conferences being held it is reported that:
 Judges are doing the scheduling of the conference
 Notice of the PHCs is provided by email to the stakeholders
 PHCs are held at the courthouse
 In Webster County, the Guardian Ad Litems are facilitating, but this service seems to be
done on some cases but not others
 An ODR-approved mediator is facilitating the PHCs
 In Perkins County, the PHCs are known as “Pre-adjudication Hearings” and are held after
the first appearance
 In Webster County, County Attorney is the only individual taking notes and they do not
become part of the case file unless later admitted into evidence
 The mediators or county attorneys are taking notes in the PHCs, that are then made part
of the case file and given to the judge
 The PHCs are being held the day of removal and prior to the formal hearing
 It is estimated that PHCs are cancelled or rescheduled approximately 0-25% of the time
and most notably by the county attorney
 Utilizing the ODR/ Through the Eyes of the Child protocol (see Appendix A)
 If there are language barriers, interpreters are used
 If there are domestic violence concerns, two different PHCs are typically held
When asked what could be improved:
“I think the courts where the judges are actively seeking a relationship with the
facilitators run their PHCs best, I would love it if all judges were that way.”
When asked what is working well:
“Discussion that we are here to help in the reunification process and let the parties know
that they can ask questions.”
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CONCORD MEDIATION CENTER

OMAHA, NE 2 COUNTIES

Concord Mediation Center facilitated 204 Prehearing Conferences in Douglas County during the
2015-2016 fiscal year. Judges who use PHCs in these counties are:
Johnson

Thomas

Kelly

Crnkovich

Daniels

Douglas County:














Bailiff schedules the PHCs, stakeholders do not have a say in scheduling
PHCs are held at the courthouse
An ODR-approved mediator is facilitating
PHCs are scheduled in conjunction with the hearing
A mediator records what takes place during the PHCs in Judge Thomas, Kelly and
Crnkovich’s courts
In Judge Johnson and Daniels’ courts DHHS/NFC takes notes
In Judge Daniels’ court, PHC notes are given directly to the judge
In Judge Johnson’s court, notes are given to all parties
In Judge Thomas, Kelly and Crnkovich’s courts notes are taken but they are not
distributed to anyone at the conclusion of the PHC
Utilizing a different protocol form for PHCs (see Appendix B)
If there are language barriers, interpreters are used
If there are domestic violence concerns, two different PHCs can be held; however, many
times the attorneys agree to hold one PHC
Occasionally PHCs are cancelled because a parent was not properly served

Sarpy County: the area CASA office facilitates all Prehearing Conferences.
When asked if DHHS/NFC are sending both the investigative and assigned worker:
“DHHS and NFC keep changing their processes so it is hard to answer who is present at
any given time.”
When asked what is working well:
“Bailiffs are very helpful, support from other facilitators, county attorneys and judges
have bought into the process more and more, letting the parties know we are neutral third
parties helps parents feel more at ease.”
When asked about difficulties, it is noted that buy in from the Public Defender’s office may help.
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THE MEDIATION CENTER

LINCOLN, NE 1 COUNTY

The Mediation Center facilitated 112 Prehearing Conferences in Lancaster County during the
2015-2016 fiscal year. The four judges who use PHCs are:
Heideman

Porter

Ryder

Thorson

Of the Prehearing Conferences being held it is reported that:
 What is happening at the PHCs is not being discussed in the actual hearing
 DHHS is sending both the investigating worker and the newly assigned worker
 Clients are not being told to withhold participation in the PHCs by their attorneys
 Judges are setting the date/time/location of PHCs
 Notice is done through phone calls
 PHCs are held at the courthouse, juvenile court
 They are typically held the same day/prior to the hearing
 An ODR-approved mediator is facilitating
 The mediator is taking notes
 The notes become part of the social file
 Cancellations are estimated to happen between 0-25% of the time and it is typically
because of parents not appearing
 Utilizing the ODR/Through the Eyes of the Child protocol (see Appendix D)
 If there are language barriers, interpreters are used
 mediation.com is utilized for case management

When asked what additional training/CME would the center like to have:
“A specific PHC training, better understanding of the service network and a training
made available to parents.”

When asked what is working well, the center noted a focus on the parents, general collaboration
and training about PHCs with judges, attorneys and DHHS

When asked what could improve PHCs:
“Better preparation by case manager and everyone knowing a specific room, time, and
place to start.”
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MEDIATION WEST

SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 15 COUNTIES

Mediation West facilitated 78 Prehearing Conferences in the 2015-2016 fiscal year in four
counties:
Scotts Bluff

Keith

Banner

Sioux

Judges who use PHCs in these counties are:
Steenburg

Mickey

Worden

Of the Prehearing Conferences being held it is reported that:
 Judges who are doing PHCs are referencing them in the related hearings
 DHHS is sending both the investigating worker and the assigned worker
 The juvenile records clerk for Scotts Bluff and Banner Counties sends the PHC notice to
the center and DHHS; however, about half the time DHHS reports they did not receive
the notice and would not have a representative there or would have to send someone last
minute that was not familiar with the case. However, after a meeting in March a new
system was created where we notify two supervisors at DHHS of the PHC when our
notice comes through from the Court. This notice to the DHHS supervisors serves as a
backup notification. Since this started, there has been a prepared caseworker at every
PHC in Scotts Bluff County.
 The Bailiff is setting up the time/date/location of the in the other counties
 There are no attorneys telling any parties to not participate in the PHCs
 Parties receive the notice by email
 The PHCs are being held at the courthouse
 The PHCs are all being facilitated by a ODR-approved mediator
 The Mediators are taking notes during the PHCs
 Notes are provided to Judge, GAL, all attorneys, DHHS and CASA
 In Keith County the PHCs are being held a few weeks after the first appearance. The
center has noted that attendance by professionals is better at these meetings. Parties are
more prepared. There is often extended family that attends. Families have often begun
making progress on their case plan. However, some disadvantages are that parties do not
get the benefit of an impartial person helping explain the process. Families do not have a
part in setting a plan for / gaining buy-in for services offered or requested by the state.
They plan to work with Judge Steenburg to explore the best timing for PHCs in his cases.
 All of the other PHCs are held the same day/prior to the hearing in all counties besides
Keith
 PHCs are cancelled an estimated 0-25% of the time
 There are occasionally cancellations in Keith County due to “non-perfection of service”
issues
 There are also rare cancellations in Keith because there is not a mediator available.
 If PHCs are being held they are using the ODR/Through the Eyes of the Child protocol.

14





If there are potential safety issues, there sometimes two PHCs held – this happens
perhaps two times per year.
In Scottsbluff, interpreters can be arranged at the last moment, but ultimately all services
are being provided
Do not use the ODR/Through the Eyes of the Child protocol – use a computer form
developed with the input of the area judges (see Appendix C)

When asked about the differences in Keith County and the lack of mediators:
“Keith County has been a challenge because they set the PHC date and time without
consulting the center. My guess is that the time is set in Court while all of the other
parties being asked to attend are in the room. This has been an issue in the past because I
was the only traveling PHC facilitator. I have since trained two other facilitators, one of
which is already conducting her own PHCs. Problems with scheduling conflicts should be
greatly reduced because of this and I do not anticipate having to reschedule many, if any,
Keith County PHCs in the future.”
When asked what kind of future trainings they would want:
“Trauma informed care training”
When asked what is working well for PHCs:
“Buy-in from stakeholders.”
When asked what could improve PHCs:
“We are working with the professionals to ensure PHCs are family/service-focused.
Professionals can be condescending and rude to families, especially when it is a difficult
case or involved repeat participants.
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NEBRASKA MEDIATION CENTER

FREMONT, NE 24 COUNTIES

Nebraska Mediation Center facilitated 73 Prehearing Conferences in four counties during the
2015-2016 fiscal year:
Dodge

Madison

Pierce

Antelope

Taylor

Long

Judges who use PHCs in these counties are:
Stoffer

Vampola

Of the Prehearing Conferences being held it is reported that:
 What is happening during the PHCs is being discussed during court in Dodge and
Madison Counties
 Only Dodge county is sending both the investigating and assigned DHHS workers
 No clients indicate their attorneys are telling them not to participate in PHCs
 Bailiffs are setting the date/time/location, but stakeholders do have a say in Dodge
County. Notice is being sent out by email.
 The PHCs are being held at the courthouse
 An ODR-approved mediator is facilitating the PHC
 The mediator is taking notes.
 In Dodge County, the notes from the PHC are given to all parties; the other counties
specifically make sure the judge gets a copy
 All four counties hold PHC prior to removal/determination
 PHCs are held prior to the hearing
 PHCs are cancelled approximately 0-25% of the time
 Utilizing the ODR/Through the Eyes of the Child protocol (see Appendix A)
 If there are language barriers, interpreters are used
 If there are domestic violence issues, they make a referral to The Bridge and create a
safety plan. They do not hold separate PHCs but they are sensitive to seating.

When asked what is working well for PHCs:
“Relationships with judges in Dodge and Madison Counties.”
What could improve PHCs:
“More judges and attorneys using Nebraska Mediation Center.”
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THE RESOLUTION CENTER

BEATRICE, NE 16 COUNTIES

The Resolution Center facilitated 19 Prehearing Conferences in three counties during the 20152016 fiscal year:
Gage

York

Jefferson

Judges who use PHCs in these counties are:
Timm

Senff

Of the Prehearing Conferences being held it is reported that:
 No attorneys are telling their clients not to participate in the PHC
 Stakeholders do not have a say in scheduling
 Notification of the PHC is done by fax
 Judge Timm in Gage County is discussing PHC matters in the hearing and the bailiff is
scheduling
 Judge Senff in York County is discussing PHC matters in the hearing and the bailiff is
scheduling
 In Judge Stecker’s court in York County is not discussing PHC matters in the hearing,
occasionally the county attorney is cancelling the PHCs
 PHCs are held at the courthouse
 An ODR-approved mediator is facilitating or the county attorney
 The mediator is taking notes
 Notes then becomes part of the case file, given to all parties, and to the judge
 PHCs are held the same day/prior to the hearing
 PHCs are cancelled or rescheduled approximately 0-25% of the time
 Utilizing the ODR/Through the Eyes of the Child protocol (see Appendix A)
 If there are language barriers, interpreters are used

When asked what could improve PHCs:
“In talking with judges, it was reported their attorneys say the process is too slow.”
When asked what additional training/CME is desired:
“Would like the initial PHC training offered and well as a discussion with facilitators to
learn from each other.”
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OTHER UNIQUE FINDINGS


In Perkins County, the PHCs are known as “Pre-adjudication Hearings” and are held after
the first appearance



In Keith County, the PHCs are being held a few weeks after the first appearance as well
but are still referred to as PHCs



Sarpy County utilizes CASA to facilitate PHCs



Judge Brodbeck in Holt County has a Guardian Ad Litem or the County Attorney
facilitate PHCs



Judge Orr in Cherry County, uses a Guardian Ad Litem to facilitate PHCs



Judge Skorupa in Platte County uses a Guardian Ad Litem facilitate PHCs



Judge McDermott is temporarily using the Clerk of the District Court to facilitate PHCs
in Colfax County as a pilot



Judge Rager in Dakota County and Judge Luebe in Cedar County do not see a need for
PHCs



Judge Samuelson will follow the lead of the local County Attorney on whether or not to
hold a PHC in Washington, Burt or Thurston counties, if deemed necessary



Nebraska Mediation Center has held a few PHCs in Pierce and Washington Counties, but
nothing on a regular basis
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